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By Stephen King

POCKET BOOKS, United States, 2018. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Media Tie-In ed.. 190 x 107
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. The next call you take could be your last in this
terrifying #1 New York Times bestseller by Stephen King soon to be a major motion picture starring
Samuel L. Jackson and John Cusack. There s a reason cell rhymes with hell. On October 1, God is in
His heaven, the stock market stands at 10,140, most of the planes are on time, and Clayton Riddell,
an artist from Maine, is almost bouncing up Boylston Street in Boston. He s just landed a comic
book deal that might finally enable him to support his family by making art instead of teaching it.
He s already picked up a small (but expensive!) gift for his long-suffering wife, and he knows just
what he ll get for his boy Johnny. Why not a little treat for himself? Clay s feeling good about the
future. That changes in a hurry. The cause of the devastation is a phenomenon that will come to be
known as The Pulse, and the delivery method is a cell phone. Everyone s cell phone. Clay and...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. It usually will not charge too much. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of looking at a written
ebook.
-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD

Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book from my i and dad encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel-- Mr . Jer r y Littel
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